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    Weight Vest Adjustable from 1 to 20 poundsWeight Vest Adjustable from 1 to 20 pounds 
$99.99$99.99 
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 Description  Description 

Make sure the members of your team have the power and speed needed to take home theMake sure the members of your team have the power and speed needed to take home the
victory with this Reactor by Champion Barbell® 20 lb. Weight Vest. Once theyve mastered thevictory with this Reactor by Champion Barbell® 20 lb. Weight Vest. Once theyve mastered the
ins and outs of the game, players can develop skills to improve their agility and strength andins and outs of the game, players can develop skills to improve their agility and strength and
help them excel past the competition. Athletes and exercisers can wear this weighted vesthelp them excel past the competition. Athletes and exercisers can wear this weighted vest
while jogging, performing floor exercises or lifting weights for increased resistance andwhile jogging, performing floor exercises or lifting weights for increased resistance and
difficulty. By wearing this vest during normal workout routines and acclimating to the additionaldifficulty. By wearing this vest during normal workout routines and acclimating to the additional
weight, athletes will feel unburdened and light on their feet when the vest comes off and itsweight, athletes will feel unburdened and light on their feet when the vest comes off and its
game time.game time.

Weight vest helps athletes develop overall speed and powerWeight vest helps athletes develop overall speed and power

Can be worn to carry added weight while running or performing exercises for a moreCan be worn to carry added weight while running or performing exercises for a more
challenging workoutchallenging workout

Sand-filled kettlebell weight packs can be added to or removed from the pockets on theSand-filled kettlebell weight packs can be added to or removed from the pockets on the
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front of the vestfront of the vest

Vest weight can be adjusted from 1 - 20 lb. to suit a variety of skill and fitness levelsVest weight can be adjusted from 1 - 20 lb. to suit a variety of skill and fitness levels

Comfort-fit straps with buckles deliver a snug and secure fit without restricting neck,Comfort-fit straps with buckles deliver a snug and secure fit without restricting neck,
shoulder or arm movementshoulder or arm movement

Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: Weight TrainingActivity: Weight Training

Brand: Reactor by Champion Barbell®Brand: Reactor by Champion Barbell®

Closure Type: BuckleClosure Type: Buckle

Color: BlackColor: Black

Color Family: BlackColor Family: Black

Quantity: 1Quantity: 1

Weights Included: YesWeights Included: Yes

Soft, sand filled kettlebells - core exercisesSoft, sand filled kettlebells - core exercises

Brand:Champion BarbellBrand:Champion Barbell
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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